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¤adÏth literature often treats the “forgery” genre as a subset of the “famous ^adith” genre because forgeries are 
often famous sayings and vice-versa. The following is a mostly chronological, mostly descriptive list of extant 
works in each of these two genres followed by remarks on the critical ranking of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Maw\‰¢¥t and a 
brief study of al-Q¥rÏ’s al-Asr¥r al-Marf‰¢a – two of the most important works in the forgery genre. 
 

Chronology of extant works in the “famous ^adÏth” genre: 
 
- Ab‰ al-Faraj Ibn al-JawzÏ’s (d. 597) al-¢Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-W¥hiya (“The Excessive Defects in the 
Flimsy Reports”) which he described as a compilation of “very weak ^adÏths which some might deem not so 
weak and include among the fair narrations and some might deem too weak and include among the forgeries.” 
He himself did include many of these narrations in his Maw\‰¢¥t and vice-versa. Al-DhahabÏ summarized it. 

- Ibn al-JawzÏ’s descendent Shams al-DÏn Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya’s (d. 751) al-Man¥r al-MunÏf fÏl-ßa^Ï^ wal-
™a¢Ïf (“The Radiant Beacon on the Sound and Weak ¤adÏth”), in which he followed many of the exaggerations 
of his teacher A^mad ibn Taymiyya (d. 728) in claiming as forged many ^adÏths that are merely weak or even 
established as authentic,1 as did Mar¢Ï ibn Y‰suf al-KarmÏ in his slim al-Faw¥’id al-Maw\‰¢a fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-
Maw\‰¢a. Al-Q¥rÏ epitomized the Man¥r at the end of the Asr¥r. 

- Ibn ¤ajar’s “Master, leader, teacher, benefactor, and almus pater (mukharrijun¥)” Imam Zayn al-DÏn ¢Abd al-
Ra^Ïm ibn al-¤usayn al-KurdÏ al-¢Ir¥qÏ al-IrbilÏ thumma al-Mi|rÏ al-Sh¥fi¢Ï al-AtharÏ (725-806) in al-B¥¢ith ¢al¥ 
al-Khal¥| min ¤aw¥dith al-Qu||¥| excoriates the  misuse of ^adÏth by semi-educated shaykhs and im¥ms and 

critiques the same-themed al-Qu||¥| wal-MudhakkirÏn by Ibn al-JawzÏ and A^¥dÏth al-Qu||¥| by A^mad ibn 

Taymiyya. Al-Suy‰~Ï recapitulates those works in Ta^dhÏr al-Khaw¥|| min Ak¥dhÏb al-Qu||¥|. 

- Al-ZarkashÏ’s (745-794) al-Tadhkira fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mushtahara (“Memorial of the Famous ¤adÏths”), critiqued 
and expanded by 

- al-Suy‰~Ï (d. 911) in al-Durar al-Manth‰ra fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mashh‰ra (“The Scattered Pearls Concerning the 

Famous ¤adÏths”), also known as al-Durar al-Muntathira fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mushtahara; he was outdone by his great 
contemporary and rival 

- al-Sakh¥wÏ (d. 902) with his most influential, meticulous, and comprehensive al-Maq¥|id al-¤asana fÏl-A^¥dÏth 
al-Mushtahara (“The Excellent Intentions Concerning the Famous ¤adÏths”), al-Q¥rÏ’s principal source although 
he also cites the previous two frequently. Al-Sakh¥wÏ may have built on 

- al-La’¥li’ al-Manth‰ra fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mashh‰ra mimm¥ Alifahu al->ab¢ wa-Laysa lahu A|lun fÏl-Shar¢ by his 
teacher the peerless arch-Master Ibn ¤ajar al-¢Asqal¥nÏ (d. 852). 

- The Maq¥|id was abridged by [1] al-Suy‰~Ï’s student the erudite M¥likÏ Sh¥dhilÏ FaqÏh of Egypt Ab‰ al-¤asan 
¢AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad al-MinnawfÏ (857-939) in al-Was¥’il al-Sunniyya min al-Maq¥|id al-Sakh¥wiyya wal-J¥mi¢ 

wal-Zaw¥’id al-Asy‰~iyya, apparently also known as al-Durrat al-L¥mi¢a fÏ Bay¥n KathÏr min al-A^¥dÏth al-Sh¥’i¢a.2 
Al-Q¥rÏ often refers to his work under the cryptic title of al-Mukhta|ar. 

- [2] al-Sakh¥wÏ’s student Ibn al-Dayba¢ (866-944) in TamyÏz al->ayyib min al-KhabÏth fÏm¥ Yad‰ru ¢al¥ Alsinat 
al-N¥s min al-¤adÏth (“Distinguishing the Good from the Wicked among the ¤adÏths that are Circulating 
among the People”); 

 
1Such as his disputing in Minh¥j al-Sunna the authenticity of a mass-transmitted report from twenty-five Companions, 
“Anyone whose patron (mawl¥) I am, ¢AlÏ is his patron”! He goes on to declare “categorically false” the addition: “O All¥h! 
Be the patron of whoever takes him as a patron, and the enemy of whoever takes him as an enemy.” However, it is also 
|a^Ï^: narrated from ¢AlÏ and Zayd ibn Arqam by al->a^¥wÏ in Mushkil al-®th¥r (5:18 §1765 |a^Ï^ per Shaykh Shu‘ayb al-
Arna’‰~), al-Nas¥’Ï in his Kha|¥’i| ‘AlÏ (§79) and Fa\¥’il al-ßa^¥ba (§45), al-¤¥kim (3:109) who declared it sound, and al-
>abar¥nÏ (§4969); Zayd or Ab‰ SarÏ^a by al-TirmidhÏ (^asan gharÏb); and Ab‰ al->ufayl by A^mad in his Musnad (al-Arna’‰~ 
ed. 2:262-263 §950-952 |a^Ï^ lighayrih), al-Bazz¥r (§2541), al-Nas¥’Ï in al-Sunan al-Kubr¥ (5:132-134), Kha|¥’i| ¢AlÏ (p. 
107-108), and Musnad ¢AlÏ as well as al-¤¥kim (3:371). On Ibn Taymiyya’s exaggerations see Ibn ¤ajar, Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n (6:319) 
and Durar (2:71), al-LacknawÏ, Raf¢ (p. 330), al-Ajwiba al-¢Ashara (p. 174-176), Tu^fat al-Kamala in the Raf¢ (p. 198-199 
n.), and al-KawtharÏ’s still-manuscript al-Ta¢aqqub al-¤athÏth lim¥ YanfÏhi Ibnu Taymiyyata min al-¤adÏth. 
2This is not by A^mad ibn Mu^ammad al-MinnawfÏ as erroneously thought by Mu^ammad BashÏr <¥fir in Ta^dhÏr al-
MuslimÏn min al-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢a. 
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- [3] al-Sha¢r¥nÏ (d. 973) in al-Badr al-MunÏr fÏ GharÏb A^¥dÏth al-BashÏr al-NadhÏr œ in which he added 
selections from al-Suy‰~Ï’s  J¥mi¢ al-KabÏr, his J¥mi¢ al-ßaghÏr, and its Zaw¥’id totalling 2,300 ^adÏths; 

- [4] al-Zarq¥nÏ (1055-1122) – named by Ab‰ Ghudda “the Seal of the Scholars of ^adÏth3 – in his Mukhta|ar al-
Maq¥|id (“Abridgment of the ‘Excellent Intentions’”). 

- The Sh¥fi¢Ï SharÏf Musnid of Damascus Najm al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad al-GhazzÏ al-¢®mirÏ (d. 984) 
in Itq¥n M¥ Ya^sun min Bay¥n al-Akhb¥r al-D¥’irati ¢al¥l-Alsun gathered together al-ZarkashÏ’s Tadhkira, al-
Suy‰~Ï’s Durar, and the Maq¥|id with some additions. 

- ¢Izz al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn A^mad al-KhalÏlÏ (d. 1057) authored Kashf al-Iltib¥s fÏm¥ Khafia ¢al¥ KathÏr min al-
N¥s. This title may have inspired 

- the Sufi Damascene Seal of the Im¥ms of ¤adÏth Ab‰ al-Fid¥’ Ism¥¢Ïl ibn Mu^ammad al-Jarr¥^Ï al-¢Ajl‰nÏ 
(1087-1162) with Kashf al-Khaf¥ wa-MuzÏl al-Alb¥s ¢amm¥ Ishtahara min al-A^¥dÏth ¢al¥ Alsinat al-N¥s (“The 

Removal of Secrecy and Doubts Regarding the Famous ¤adÏths People Often Say”), a work second to fame only 
to the Maq¥|id in which he abridged the latter and added notes from various other works. 

- The YemenÏ q¥\Ï al-ßa¢dÏ (d. 1181) in al-Naw¥fi^ al-¢A~ira fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Mushtahara gathered together al-
Suy‰~Ï’s Durar, Ibn al-Dayba¢ and al-Zarq¥nÏ’s abridgments, and his own many additions. 
 
- Asn¥ al-Ma~¥lib fÏ A^¥dÏth Mukhtalifat al-Mar¥tib by Mu^ammad ibn DarwÏsh al-¤‰t al-Bayr‰tÏ. 
 
 
Chronology of extant works devoted to forgery classification: 
 
- Tadhkirat al-¤uff¥·, also known as Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰¢¥t, by the Mal¥matÏ ascetic and pious examplar of the 
traveling scholars, the ¤¥fi· Ab‰ al-Fa\l Mu^ammad ibn >¥hir ibn ¢AlÏ al-MaqdisÏ al-Qaysar¥nÏ al-AtharÏ al-
<¥hirÏ al-ß‰fÏ known as Ibn >¥hir (448-507). Apparently the earliest systematic digest of forgeries, it is unreliably 
severe due to its uncritical imitation of Ibn ¤ibb¥n’s rulings in his ™u¢af¥’ and other overly stringent sources.4 

- Al-Ab¥~Ïl wal-Man¥kÏr wal-ßi^¥^ wal-Mash¥hÏr by al-¤usayn ibn Ibr¥hÏm al-Jawzaq¥nÏ or Jawraq¥nÏ (d. 543). 
Al-DhahabÏ says he “benefited from it although it contains mistakes” while Ibn ¤ajar in his Nukat ¢al¥ Ibn al-
ßal¥^ said the author filled it with wrong rulings because of his inability to reconcile with what is incontro-
vertibly authentic the narrations that appeared, to him, to contradict the Sunna in the same manner as Ibn 
¤ibb¥n.5 Al-DhahabÏ summarized it. 

- Ibn al-JawzÏ’s al-Maw\‰¢¥t al-Kubr¥, one of the largest, most influential, and least reliable encyclopedias of 
forgeries compiled from the four great early books of weak-narrator criticism – Ibn ¢AdÏ’s K¥mil and Ibn 
¤ibb¥n, al-¢UqaylÏ, and al-AzdÏ’s Du¢af¥’ – in addition to Ibn Mard‰yah’s TafsÏr, al->abar¥nÏ’s three Mu¢jams, 
al-D¥raqu~nÏ’s Afr¥d, al-¤¥kim’s T¥rÏkh, al-Jawzaq¥nÏ’s Ab¥~Ïl, and the luxuriant, collected works of al-Kha~Ïb, 
Ibn Sh¥hÏn, and Ab‰ Nu¢aym. Al-DhahabÏ and Ibn Dirb¥s summarized it among others. Like the Ab¥~Ïl, Ibn al-
JawzÏ’s Maw\‰¢¥t was faulted by the Ulema for its abundant flaws, especially Ibn ¤ajar and his student al-Suy‰~Ï 
who followed up with no less than four critiques (see below, paragraph on al-Suy‰~Ï and section on “The Status 
of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Maw\‰¢¥t”). 

- ™y¥’ al-DÏn Ab‰ ¤af| ¢Umar ibn Badr ibn Sa¢Ïd al-Maw|ilÏ al-¤anafÏ’s (557-622) thoroughly unreliable al-
MughnÏ ¢an al-¤if·i wal-Kit¥bi bi-Qawlihim Lam Ya|i^^a Shay’un fÏ H¥dh¥ al-B¥b in which he tried to 
compile all that the early Im¥ms had graded unsound into an accurate forgery reference-book but failed according 

to al-LacknawÏ, Ab‰ Ghudda, and others before them such as Sir¥j al-DÏn Ibn al-MulaqqÏn who rewrote a critical 
summary of his book; al-Suy‰~Ï as per his dismissal of the book in TadrÏb al-R¥wÏ; ¤us¥m al-DÏn al-MaqdisÏ in 
Intiq¥d al-MughnÏ ¢an al-¤if·i wal-Kit¥b which is in reality an epitome culled from al-TankÏt wal-If¥da by Ibn 
Himm¥t (see below); and Ab‰ Is^¥q ¤ij¥zÏ ibn Mu^ammad ibn SharÏf al-JuwaynÏ al-AtharÏ who wrote Fa|l al-
Khi~¥b bi-Naqdi Kit¥b al-MughnÏ ¢an al-¤if·i wal-Kit¥b – in print – in which he said that his own teacher 
¤¥mid ibn Ibr¥hÏm ibn A^mad also wrote a refutation of the MughnÏ ¢an al-¤if·. 

- The ¤anafÏ Lahore-born philologist of Baghd¥d Ra\Ï al-DÏn ¤asan ibn Mu^ammad al-¢UmarÏ al-ßagh¥nÏ or 
al-ß¥gh¥nÏ’s (d. 650) unreliably strict Maw\‰¢¥t Shih¥b al-Akhb¥r lil-Qu\¥¢Ï – critiqued by Im¥m Zayn al-DÏn 
al-¢Ir¥qÏ with his Radd ¢al¥ al-ßagh¥nÏ fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢ati fÏ Shih¥b al-Akhb¥r and, more recently, by 
Shaykh ¢Abd al-¢AzÏz al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-Tah¥nÏ fÏl-Ta¢qÏb ¢al¥ Maw\‰¢¥t al-ßagh¥nÏ; it may be an abridgment of 
his earlier al-Durr al-Multaqa~ fÏ TabyÏn al-Ghala~ wa-NafÏ al-Lagha~. Al-Q¥rÏ cites him often. 

 
3In Ab‰ Ghudda’s marginalia on al-Q¥rÏ’s Ma|n‰¢ (p. 87). 
4As pointed out by al-LacknawÏ in al-Raf¢ wal-TakmÏl, A^mad al-Ghum¥rÏ in Dar’ al-™a¢f, and others. 
5Cf. Ab‰ Ghudda, marginalia on al-LacknawÏ’s Raf¢ (p. 321), al-Ghum¥rÏ, Dar’ (p. 41-43). 
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- Ibn al-Qayyim’s Naqd al-Manq‰l wal-Mi^akk al-Mumayyiz bayn al-Mard‰d wal-Maqb‰l in which he lists 
over two hundred ^adÏths that he considers forgeries from the perspective of content to begin, before even 
considering the chains of transmission. 

- The epilogue to the lexicographer Majd al-DÏn al-Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ’s (d. 817) Sifr al-Sa¢¥da is also unreliably strict in 
its careless inclusion of non-forgeries and his imitation of Ibn Badr al-Maw|ilÏ as per al-Katt¥nÏ in the Ris¥la 
Musta~rafa, as shown by its critique al-TankÏt wal-If¥da fÏ TakhrÏj A^¥dÏth Kh¥timat Sifr al-Sa¢¥da by Ibn Himm¥t 
Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn ¤asan al-DimashqÏ (1091-1175), ¢Abd al-¤aqq al-DihlawÏ’s Shar^ Sifr al-Sa¢¥da, 
and al-LacknawÏ’s Tu^fat al-Kamala ¢al¥ ¤aw¥shÏ Tu^fat al->alaba. Al-Q¥rÏ infrequently cites the Sifr. 

- Al-Ghumm¥z ¢al¥ al-Lumm¥z fÏl-Maw\‰¢¥t al-Mashh‰r¥t by the Cairene Sh¥fi¢Ï ¤asanÏ historian of MadÏna 
Ab‰ al-¤asan N‰r al-DÏn ¢AlÏ ibn ¢Abd All¥h ibn A^mad al-Samh‰dÏ (844-911) which contains 340 entries with 
all-too-sparse rulings of one word or one line such as “weak,” “weak-chained,” etc. 

- Al-Suy‰~Ï’s four correctives on Ibn al-JawzÏ: al-Nukat al-BadÏ¢iyy¥t ¢al¥ al-Maw\‰¢¥t; its abridgment al-Taq|Ïb¥t 

¢al¥ al-Maw\‰¢¥t, known as the Ta¢aqqub¥t; al-La’¥li’ al-Ma|n‰¢a fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢a in which he reviews all 
Ibn al-JawzÏ’s entries; and its appendix Dhayl al-Maw\‰¢¥t, the latter two frequently cited by al-Q¥rÏ who shares 
with al-Suy‰~Ï and Ibn ¢Arr¥q a lenient approach toward authenticating suspected reports. The La’¥li’ was 
summarized by al-Zarq¥nÏ’s student the centenarian M¥likÏ Sufi Musnid Ab‰ al-¤asan al-¤urayshÏ (d. 1143). 

- The great Damascene ¤¥fi· of ß¥li^iyya and author of the largest extant Sïra, Shams al-DÏn Mu^ammad ibn 
Y‰suf ibn ¢AlÏ al-Sh¥mÏ’s (d. 942) al-Faw¥’id al-Majm‰¢a fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢a. 

- TanzÏh al-SharÏ¢at al-Marf‰¢a ¢an al-A^¥dÏth al-ShanÏ¢at al-Maw\‰¢a, the best work in the genre according to 
our teacher N‰r al-DÏn ¢Itr, by Im¥m Ab‰ al-¤asan Sa¢d al-DÏn ¢AlÏ ibn Mu^ammad ibn ¢AlÏ ibn ¢Abd al-
Ra^m¥n al-Kin¥nÏ, known as Ibn ¢Arr¥q (907-963), the Beiruti, Damascene, then MadÏnan Sh¥fi¢Ï faqÏh, expert 
in the canonical readings and inheritance laws, litterateur, and AkbarÏ Sufi who made coffee-drinking the fashion 
in Damascus although his erudite faqÏh and muqri’ father vehemently disapproved of it. He incorporated all al-
Suy‰~Ï’s corrections with Ibn al-JawzÏ’s entries in the Maw\‰¢¥t and ¢Ilal, adding his own critical supercommen-
tary on both authors and including rulings from Ibn Dirb¥s, al-DhahabÏ (his MÏz¥n and summaries of Ibn al-JawzÏ 
and al-Jawzaq¥nÏ), al-¢Ir¥qÏ (his Am¥lÏ and documentation of al-Ghazz¥lÏ’s I^y¥’), and Ibn ¤ajar (TakhrÏj al-
Kashsh¥f, al-TalkhÏ| al-¤abÏr, TasdÏd al-Qaws, Zahr al-Firdaws, al-Ma~¥lib al-¢®liya, and Lis¥n al-MÏz¥n). He 
begins his book by listing the names of over two thousand established or suspected forgers, well over double 
Burh¥n al-DÏn al-¤alabÏ’s (d. 841) 880 entries in al-Kashf al-¤athÏth ¢amman Rumiya bi-Wa\¢ al-¤adÏth. Al-Q¥rÏ 
shows no knowledge of this book. 

- Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰¢¥t by the Indian Jam¥l al-DÏn Mu^ammad >¥hir al-ßiddÏqÏ al-HindÏ al-FattanÏ’s (d. 986) 
who also authored Q¥n‰n al-Maw\‰¢¥t fÏ Dhikr al-™u¢af¥’ wal-Wa\\¥¢Ïn, both apparently unknown to al-Q¥rÏ. 

- Al-Q¥rÏ’s (d. 1014) major book of forgeries al-Asr¥r al-Marf‰¢a fÏl-Akhb¥r al-Maw\‰¢a, known as al-Maw\‰¢¥t 
al-Kubr¥, and his minor book of forgeries titled al-Ma|n‰¢ fÏ Ma¢rifat al-¤adÏth al-Maw\‰¢ – an earlier work 
known as the Maw\‰¢¥t al-ßughr¥. 

- Al-KarmÏ’s (d. 1033) unremarkable al-Faw¥’id al-Maw\‰¢a which we mentioned in the previous section. 

- Al-Saff¥rÏnÏ (d. 1188) large al-Durar al-Ma|n‰¢¥t fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢¥t, an abridgment of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s 
Maw\‰¢¥t. 
- Al-Shawk¥nÏ’s (d. 1250) al-Faw¥’id al-Majm‰¢a fÏl-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢a which ranks with Ibn >¥hir, al-
Jawzaq¥nÏ, Ibn al-JawzÏ, al-ßagh¥nÏ, and al-Fayr‰z¥b¥dÏ’s works in its careless and uncritically imitative inclusion 
of non-forged and even |a^Ï^ and ^asan reports among the forgeries according to al-LacknawÏ in <afr al-Am¥nÏ. 

- Al-Lu’lu’ al-Mar|‰¢ fÏm¥ l¥ A|la lahu aw bi-a|lihi Maw\‰¢ by the Seal of ¤adÏth Scholars, our great-great 
GrandShaykh, the octogenarian Sufi Musnid of Sh¥m and erudite expert in the Science of isn¥d Ab‰ al-Ma^¥sin 

Mu^ammad ibn KhalÏl al-MashÏshÏ al-¤asanÏ al-Q¥wuqjÏ al->ar¥bulsÏ (1224-1305) with 742 all-too-brief one-line 
entries.6 

- Other recent works such as Im¥m ‘Abd al-¤ayy Mu^ammad ‘Abd al-¤alÏm al-LacknawÏ’s (d. 1304) al-®th¥r 
al-Marf‰¢a fÏ al-Akhb¥r al-Maw\‰¢a; the two-volume al-Kashf al-Il¥hÏ ¢an ShadÏd al-™a¢f wal-Maw\‰¢ wal-W¥hÏ 
by Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad al-¤usaynÏ al->ar¥bulsÏ al-Sandar‰sÏ; Ta^dhÏr al-MuslimÏn min al-A^¥dÏth al-
Maw\‰¢a ¢al¥ Sayyid al-MursalÏn œ by Mu^ammad al-BashÏr <¥fir al-M¥likÏ al-AzharÏ (d. 1325); the 2,000-folio 

Jam¢ al-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢a al-Muttafaq ¢alayh¥ wal-Mukhtalaf fÏh¥ ¢al¥ TartÏb Mu¢jam al-¤urÏf by ¢Adn¥n ¢Abd 
al-Ra^m¥n Barl¥dÏ; al-Nukhbat al-Bahiyya fÏl A^¥dÏth al-Makdh‰ba ¢al¥ Khayr al-Bariyya œ by the Egyptian 

M¥likÏ Musnid Ab‰ ¢Abd All¥h Mu^ammad ibn Mu^ammad known as al-AmÏr al-KabÏr; and al-Jidd al-¤athÏth 
fÏ Bay¥n M¥ Laysa bi-¤adÏth by A^mad ibn ¢Abd al-KarÏm al-¢®mirÏ al-GhazzÏ. All¥h reward their efforts well! 

 
6Per its nice 1415/1994 edition at D¥r al-Bash¥’ir al-Isl¥miyya by Faww¥z A^mad ZamarlÏ. 
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The Status of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Maw\‰¢¥t 
 
Ibn al-ßal¥^ said of Ibn al-JawzÏ: “A contemporary that gathered together the forgeries in about two volumes 
went too far and included in them much that can never be proven to be a forgery and that should rather have 
been cited among the merely weak ^adÏths.”7 
 
The arch-Master of ¤adÏth (AmÏr al-Mu’minÏn fīl-¤adÏth), known as the absolute Shaykh al-Isl¥m in the books 
of its Science, Im¥m A^mad Ibn ¤ajar al-¢Asqal¥nÏ, said in his Qawl al-Musaddad of al-¤¥kim’s Mustadrak and 
Ibn al-JawzÏ’s Maw\‰¢¥t that they each contained enough mistakes to make their general usefulness nil for other 
than specialists, hence, neither al-¤¥kim’s ruling of |a^Ï^ [in the Mustadrak] nor Ibn al-JawzÏ’s ruling of maw\‰¢ 
[in the Maw\‰¢¥t] should be relied upon without double-checking with someone else. 
 
The Mustadrak contains about one hundred forgeries per al-Suy‰~Ï’s Ta¢aqqub¥t as quoted by al-Katt¥nÏ in the 
Ris¥la Musta~rafa while the Maw\‰¢¥t contains no less than three hundred erroneous entries as stated by al-
Suy‰~Ï at the end of his Ta¢aqqub¥t! 
 
Ibn ¤ajar said: 
 

He [Ibn al-JawzÏ] has [wrongly] included in his book of forgeries the munkar and weak ^adÏths that are 
acceptable in morals (al-targhÏb wal-tarhÏb) and a few fair ^adÏths as well, like the ^adÏth of ßal¥t al-Tas¥bÏ^ 
and that of reciting ®yat al-KursÏ after the prayer, which is |a^Ï^…. As for weak ^adÏths in absolute terms, 
there are many in his book…. Ibn al-JawzÏ has another book titled al-¢Ilal al-Mutan¥hiya fÏl A^¥dÏth al-
W¥hiya in which he cited many forgeries, just as he cited many merely flimsy reports in his book of 
forgeries. Yet, he incorrectly left out [from each book] ^adÏths of both kinds to the amount or more than 
what he did include!8 

 
Al-DhahabÏ, al-Suy‰~Ï, A^mad al-Ghum¥rÏ, and Ab‰ Ghudda said that Ibn al-JawzÏ was fooled by the rejection of 
certain chains for certain ^adÏths in the books of narrator-criticism and took this to mean the ^adÏth itself was 
forged because of his ignorance of the matn and his failure to research it.9 
 
In addition, Ibn al-JawzÏ ignored his own rulings by including a large proportion of forgeries in his exhortative 
works. Shaykh ¢Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda said: 
 

Our reliance is on All¥h! Ibn al-JawzÏ composed a great big book on ^adÏth forgeries so that jurists, 
preachers, and others may avoid them, then you will see him cite in his exhortative works forged hadÏths 
and rejected stories without head nor tail, without shame or second thought. In the end one feels that Ibn 
al-JawzÏ is two people and not one!... For this reason Ibn al-AthÏr blamed him in his history entitled al-
K¥mil with the words: “Ibn al-JawzÏ blamed him [al-Ghazz¥lÏ] for many things, among them his narration 
of unsound hadÏths in his exhortations. O wonder that Ibn al-JawzÏ should criticize him for that! For his 
own books and exhortative works are crammed full with them!”10 And the ^adÏth Master al-Sakh¥wÏ said 
in Shar^ al-Alfiyya: “Ibn al-JawzÏ cited forgeries and their likes in high abundance in his exhortative 
works.”11 

 
Among those that wrote book-length critiques of Ibn al-JawzÏ’s failings in the Maw\‰¢¥t is Shaykh Mu^ammad 
ßibghat All¥h al-Madr¥sÏ. 
 
 

 
7Ibn al-ßal¥^, ¢Ul‰m al-¤adÏth, chapter on the Maw\‰¢. 
8In al-Nukat ¢al¥ Ibn al-ßal¥^ (2:848-850). 
9Al-DhahabÏ as cited in al-Suy‰~Ï’s TadrÏb (1:329, chapter on the maw\‰¢); al-Suy‰~Ï, La’¥li’ (1:106=1:117); A^mad al-
Ghum¥rÏ, al-MuthnawnÏ wal-Batt¥r (1:172) and Dar’ al-™a¢f (p. 91-95); and Ab‰ Ghudda, marginalia on al-LacknawÏ’s Raf¢ 
(p. 325-327). 
10Ibn al-AthÏr, al-K¥mil fÏl-T¥rÏkh (D¥r ß¥dir ed. 10:228=¢Ilmiyya ed. 9:240). 
11¢Abd al-Fatt¥^ Ab‰ Ghudda, notes to al-LacknawÏ’s Raf¢ (p. 420-421). 
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Al-Q¥rÏ’s Major Dictionary of Forgeries 
 
Al-Q¥rÏ’s al-Asr¥r al-Marf‰¢a fÏl Akhb¥r al-Maw\‰¢a is the second and, with 625 entries, largest of two 
compilations he devoted to forgeries, the second being the earlier al-Ma|n‰¢ fÏ Ma¢rifat al-¤adÏth al-Maw\‰¢ 
with 417 much sparser entries. The Asr¥r expands on the Ma|n‰¢ both in the number of entries and in the 
treatment al-Q¥rÏ devotes to many of them. The all-too-small number of these entries is explained by the fact 
that the last part of the Asr¥r refers to many more forgeries obliquely, without devoting separate entries to them, 
by way of summarizing and commenting on Ibn al-Qayyim’s al-Man¥r al-MunÏf. 
 
Al-Q¥rÏ devoted himself to fiqh, particularly ¤anafÏ jurisprudence, and did not attain the rank of ¤¥fi· like his 
two principal sources, al-Sakh¥wÏ and Ibn al-Qayyim. He shows no knowledge of some of the important early 
works on forgeries such as Ibn >¥hir al-MaqdisÏ’s Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰¢¥t, al-Jawzaq¥nÏ’s Ab¥~Ïl, Ibn ¢Arr¥q’s 
TanzÏh al-SharÏ¢a, and al-FattanÏ’s Tadhkirat al-Maw\‰¢¥t. 
 
Like his sources, al-Q¥rÏ often refers a ^adÏth to the I^y¥’, one of the most acclaimed books in Isl¥m which 
nevertheless contains a sizeable proportion of very weak or forged narrations.12 
 
Al-Q¥rÏ is lenient in his gradings and follows the criterion of many of the Salaf who retained chains missing a 

T¥bi¢Ï link in narrations of merits (fa\¥’il, man¥qib) as in the ^adÏth Ibn Sa¢d and Im¥m A^mad narrated from 
¢®’isha #: 
 

“Three things of the world pleased the Messenger of All¥h œ: women, perfume, and food. He got two 
but missed one – he got women and perfume but missed food.” 

 
Al-Q¥rÏ said, “al-Suy‰~Ï said of this ^adÏth, ‘Its chain is sound except that one transmitter was not named.’ So 
then, its chain becomes fair.” 
 
He tends to authenticate the ^adÏths more than disauthenticate them and, in both cases, does not always hit the 
mark. The reason for this is that he takes certain assumptions as axioms and follows then consistently in his book 
when they are inaccurate to begin with. Among the examples for these methodological flaws are the following: 
 
1- Al-Q¥rÏ’s assumption that if a ^adÏth is cited by Im¥m al-Suy‰~Ï in al-J¥mi¢ al-ßaghÏr it must necessarily not be 
forged because the latter made it his pre-condition for including it in the J¥mi¢. This overlooks the possibility 
that al-Suy‰~Ï is not infallible in this and it is a fact that he fell short of his pre-condition about 450 times and so 
did include forgeries by the hundreds according to A^mad al-Ghum¥rÏ in al-MughÏr ¢al¥ al-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢ati 
fÏl-J¥mi¢ al-ßaghÏr (“The Raider on the Forgeries Contained in the J¥mi¢ al-ßaghÏr”).13 (Al-Suy‰~Ï himself in the 

La’¥li’ makes the same false axiomatic assumption about any and all ^adÏths narrated by al-BayhaqÏ in any of his 
books on the basis of al-BayhaqÏ’s identical purported criterion, as illustrated in al-Q¥rÏ’s entry “The believer’s 
heart is sweet, he loves sweetness.”) 
 
2- His incorrect axiom that the mursal is a proof for the Jumh‰r. See on this Shaykh Shu¢ayb al-Arna’‰~’s 
detailed survey of the views of the Salaf on this issue in his introduction to Ab‰ D¥w‰d’s Mar¥sÏl. 
 
3- His idiosyncratic use of the term th¥bit to mean a ^adÏth that merely has a chain of transmission (a|l) when in 
fact th¥bit is used by the scholars of ^adÏth as a synonym for |a^Ï^ as are qawÏ and jayyid.14  
 
4- Similarly, al-Q¥rÏ understands l¥ yathbut to mean l¥ a|la lahu when it means l¥ ya|i^^. In a fiqhÏ discussion l¥ 
yathbut and l¥ ya|i^^ mean that the ^adÏth falls short of the rank of |a^Ï^ but in a ^adÏthic discussion of forgeries 
such terms mean the ^adÏth is forged. 
 
5- His unheard-of assumption that it suffices for a ^adÏth to have a chain of transmission to preclude that it be 
forged. 
 

 
12Ibn al-SubkÏ and al-¢Ir¥qÏ provided thorough documentations of those narrations and stressed that al-Ghazz¥lÏ did not excel 
in the field of ^adÏth cf. >abaq¥t al-Sh¥fi¢iyya al-Kubr¥ (6:287-389). For various reasons certain M¥likÏs such as al->ur~‰shÏ 
and al-M¥zarÏ and ¤anbalÏs such as Ibn al-JawzÏ and Ibn Taymiyya exaggerated the proportion of forgeries in the I^y¥’. 
Two ¤anafÏ ^adÏth Masters wrote superb documentations of its ^adÏths – Ibn Qu~l‰bagh¥ and Murta\¥ al-ZabÏdÏ – while 
Mu^ammad AmÏn al-SuwaydÏ (d. 1246) compiled al-Maw\‰¢¥t fÏl-I^y¥’, also known as al-I¢tib¥r fÏ ¤aml al-Asf¥r. 
13See also al-A^¥dÏth al-Maw\‰¢a min al-J¥mi¢ al-KabÏr wal-J¥mi¢ al-Azhar lil-Suy‰~Ï wal-Mun¥wÏ by ¢Abb¥s A^mad ßaqr 
and A^mad ¢Abd al-Jaw¥d. 
14Cf. the end of the chapter on the |a^Ï^ in Dr. ¢Itr’s Manhaj al-Naqd. 
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6- His assumption that it suffices for a ^adÏth to be cited by one of the DaylamÏs – father and son – (in the 
Firdaws or its documentation the Musnad al-Firdaws) to have an a|l even if it is actually cited chainless. 
 
7- He follows al-ZarkashÏ, Ibn ¢Arr¥q, and others in their misunderstanding of the term “inauthentic” (l¥ ya|i^^) 
to allow that a ^adÏth is not necessarily forged whereas in discussions of forgeries and strictly ^adÏthic, non-fiqh 
literature that term is strictly synonymous with “forged,” “baseless,” and other such descriptions used by the 
Masters in the books specifically devoted to forgeries as demonstrated by Ab‰ Ghudda in his introduction to the 
Ma|n‰¢ and elsewhere. 
 
These flaws are illustrated in the following entries among many others: 
 
- The entry for the saying, “Whoever plays chess is cursed” contains three major inaccuracies: the claim that the 
mursal is a proof for the Jumh‰r; the deduction that a ^adÏth is not a forgery merely on the basis that al-Suy‰~Ï 
cites it in al-J¥mi¢ al-ßaghÏr; and the claim that there are firmly-established ^adÏths blaming chess. 
 
- The entry for the saying “To look at a beautiful face is worship” contains the claim that since al-Suy‰~Ï cites 
the saying, “Looking at a beautiful woman and at greenery strengthens eyesight” in al-J¥mi¢ al-ßaghÏr, it follows 
that it is not forged. 
 
- The entry for the saying, “The traveller and his money are at risk.” Al-Q¥rÏ states that “al-DaylamÏ narrates it 
from Ab‰ Hurayra æ, from the Prophet œ chainless,” only to conclude, “So then, it is established and not 
forged”! 
 
- The entry: “Whoever receives a present while he has company, the latter are his partners in it” where he says: 
“Ibn al-JawzÏ wrongly included it in the Maw\‰¢¥t since ¢Abd ibn ¤umayd narrates it from Ibn ¢Abb¥s [C] and 
others from ¢®’isha [#]”! 
 
- In the entry, “Whoever circumambulates this House seven times, prays two rak¢as behind the Station of 
Ibr¥hÏm, and drinks Zamzam water, all his sins shall be forgiven as many as they may be” al-Q¥rÏ cites al-
Sakh¥wÏ’s ruling of l¥ ya|i^^, i.e. forged, but al-Q¥rÏ goes on,  
 

Al-Sakh¥wÏ’s statement that the ^adÏth is inauthentic does not preclude its being weak or fair unless he 
meant to convey that it is unestablished (l¥ yathbutu). It seems al-MinnawfÏ understood the latter since he 
says, in his Mukhta|ar [of al-Sakh¥wÏ’s Maq¥|id], “It is a falsehood (b¥~il) without basis (l¥ a|la lahu).” 

 
In reality both al-Sakh¥wÏ and al-MinnawfÏ are asserting the same thing, namely, that the ^adÏth is forged; but al-
Q¥rÏ follows two of his idiosyncrasies: first, he misunderstands al-Sakh¥wÏ’s statement to mean other than 
“forged”; second, he uses the terms “unestablished” and “without basis” indifferently. 
 
- The entry, “The white rooster is my friend and the friend of my friend and the enemy of my enemy” where 
al-Q¥rÏ positively affirms that it is not forged without forwarding any proof. 
 
Al-Q¥rÏ often discusses what he might call “sound meaning regardless of Prophetic authenticity”; this lengthens 
his text but improves its didactic benefits at the expense of ^adÏthic sharpness. For even if the Prophetic ¤adÏth is 
Divinely-revealed and incomparable to the rest of human discourse, it is not a precondition that a saying must be 
spoken by the Prophet œ to be beneficial to humankind or SharÏ¢a-worthy of discussion, explanation, and even 

recommendation.15
 Benefits are found in the sayings of the Companions and Successors, the Im¥ms of fiqh, the 

Sufis, the Israelite reports, the ancient philsophers and physicians, etc. As related from our liege-lord ¢AlÏ ibn AbÏ 
>¥lib æ,“Wisdom is the lost property of the believer, wherever he finds it he has the right to  take it.” Similarly, 
Im¥m A^mad said, “I seldom look into a book except I benefit.” Hence al-Q¥rÏ’s very frequent remark that a 
^adÏth may be “baseless” (l¥ as. la lahu) or “untrue (ghayr s. a^Ïh. ) in its phrasing (mabn¥) or wording (laf·) but true 
(s. a^Ï^) in its meaning (ma¢n¥).” He takes this interesting stance notably when he discusses famous Sufi ^adÏths 
such as “I was a Treasure unknown...” and “Whoever knows himself knows his Lord” but also in many other 
entries such as “Among you women are those that spend half their lives not praying!”; “The Arabs are the 
leaders of the non-Arabs”; “The believer speaks truth and believes what he is told”; “The believer’s back is a 
qibla”; “The best worship is the hardest one”; the wording, “when there was no ®dam nor water nor clay” in 
the entry, “I was a Prophet when ®dam was still between water and clay”; etc. – All¥h have mercy on him! 

 
15Although our Sufi Masters tell us that not one single good teaching reaches us except it was revealed to and transmitted by 
our Prophet œ first, whether in, before, or after his time as Im¥m al-B‰s. ÏrÏ said: “And each without exception takes from 
the Messenger of All¥h œ” while Shaykh Y‰suf al-Nabh¥nÏ said: “And every single favor in creation comes from All¥h to 
him œ, and from him to everything else.” 


